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JEFF WALL

Fondation Beyeler 
28 January 2024 – 21 April 2024 

Fondation Beyeler’s extensive solo 
show of the works of internationally 
renowned artist Jeff Wall (*1946) was 
realised in close collaboration with 
the artist himself. Considered the 
originator of ‘staged photography’, 
Wall is recognised for his contributions 
to establishing photography as an 
independent visual medium from the 
late 1970s onwards.

All things begin on a day in spring. Here 
at the Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois, we’re 
on the precipice of a new beginning – or 
rather, several of them all at once.

Basel is blossoming – quite literally – as 
the city stirs and wakes to new life. 
As the first warm rays of sun stream 
through our lobby windows, they 
bathe the room in the inimitable light 
of spring. From there, the promise of 
warmth lures us over the threshold to 
the banks of the Rhine just beyond.

As renovation work continues on our 
main building at Blumenrain 2, a 
different kind of change is also in the 
air. This important construction work 
heralds the latest chapter in the hotel’s 
rich and fascinating history. Join us in 
Basel as we embrace the spring, make 
plans for summer, and look forward 
with anticipation to exciting times 
ahead. We can’t wait to welcome you!

The youngest 
chapter of our rich 
history.

TAKE THE FREEDOM
(Rhine-facing facade) 

We strive to break conventions; we are poised, stylish and self-assured. This 
mindset is rendered visually as a young man with bouquets of flowers ‘growing’ 
from his arms: a symbiosis of femininity and masculinity whose harmonious 
contrast piques the viewer’s attention.

Our vision for the renovation work? The birth of new traditions. 
Certainly, the work on Blumenrain 2 represents a further important 
milestone in the hotel’s rich history: one that will enhance the hotel 
with new spaces and features and enrich the hotel experience for 
guests. Much of what you know and love will also remain the same, 
including the unmistakeable Les Trois Rois ambience and the familiar 
faces that light up your stays. 

As the wait continues, the physical signs of change on our exterior – 
and the bold images suspended from our construction poles – give the 
first clues about what lies in store. But what were the ideas behind 
the images, and what do they say about the new chapter at the 
Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois?

As elegant changes take shape, be sure 
to pause and take in the images during 
your next visit. Will you find your own 
interpretation?

MAGIC MOMENTS 
(Boat landing stage) 

The sweet anticipation of sensory 
pleasures, here at the Grand Hotel  
Les Trois Rois. This image pays homage  
to that most familiar of human 
experiences: the enjoyment of 
expectation. Who is the woman waiting 
for as she plays with her glass? What 
awaits the man in a few moments’ 
time?

TR ACES
(City-facing facade) 

A break at the Grand Hotel  
Les Trois Rois has effects that endure 
long after you leave us. The feelings 
and pleasures evoked and  
experienced leave joyful memories 
and traces on the soul, visualised here 
as water drops on a pane of glass. At 
the same time, this image provides 
a glimpse into the future: our new 
Japanese-inspired spa, designed with 
holistic well-being in mind.

Art 
in Basel.

OT TO PIENE: 
PATHS TO PAR ADISE

Museum Tinguely 
7 February 2024 – 12 May 2024 

Arranged by theme, this monographic 
exhibition at Museum Tinguely traces 
the vision of artist Otto Piene (1928-
2014) via the most important projects 
and series of works in his oeuvre. 
Piene’s formats range from sky art to 
media projections. Works of different 
media genres are placed in dialogue 
with each other and in particular with 
Piene’s lifelong practice of sketching 
and drawing.

KL ÁR A HOSNEDLOVÁ: 
GROW TH

Kunsthalle Basel 
9 February 2024 – 20 May 2024

The works of Klára Hosnedlová 
(*1990) explore the legacy of socialist 
modernism via the medium of 
meticulous craftsmanship and sci-fi 
aesthetics. Her first Swiss exhibition 
– the most extensive presentation of 
her artworks to date – showcases new 
sculptures made of moulded glass and 
embroidery.

ART BASEL

Art fair  
13 June 2024 – 16 June 2024

Recognised as the leading world fair of 
the international art market, Art Basel 
showcases a carefully curated selection 
of art from the 20th and 21st centuries. 
Over 200 hand-picked exhibitors from 
the world’s most prominent galleries 
make the fair the world’s most 
important temporary museum.

SUMMER EXHIBITION 

Fondation Beyeler 
19 May 2024 – 11 August 2024

For the first time in the more than 
25-year history of Fondation Beyeler, 
the entire museum and surrounding 
park will be transformed into the venue 
for an experimental presentation of 
contemporary art. The exhibition is 
conceived as a ‘living organism’ that 
breathes, transforms and evolves.

DAN FL AVIN: 
DEDICATIONS IN LIGHTS

Kunstmuseum Basel 
2 March 2024 – 18 August 2024

A pioneer of minimal art, American 
artist Dan Flavin (1933-1996) was best 
known for his work with industrially 
produced fluorescent tubes. Through 
this work, he created a new art form 
and claimed his place in the annals of 
art history. This exhibition focuses on 
works that were dedicated by Flavin to 
other artists or that make reference to 
particular historic events.

Musik 
in Basel.

GROOVE NOW  
BLUES WEEKS BASEL

30 May 2024 – 28 June 2024 

Since its inception in 2010, Groove 
Now Blues Weeks Basel has grown 
into one of Europe’s most prestigious 
blues festivals. Strictly the best and 
most exciting international blues 
and soul artists of the present 
day – primarily hailing from the 
USA – perform for blues fans in a 
deliberately intimate setting.

  

BASEL TAT TOO

19 July 2024 – 27 July 2024

At the world‘s second-largest open-
air tattoo after the Edinburgh Military 
Tattoo, audiences are treated to 
spectacular formations, graceful dance 
performances and fantastic show 
bands from all over the world. Expect 
a show to take your breath away! 
Guests heading to Basel for the days of 
the Tattoo can take advantage of our 
special package. EM BEBBI  SY JAZZ

16 August 2024

In August, Basel city centre becomes 
the stage for the world’s largest one-
day jazz festival. Over the event’s 
30-year history, a simple idea dreamt 
up by two jazz fans has evolved into 
what is now probably the largest jazz 
event in the world. All concerts are free 
to attend.

Basel 
in Bewegung.

CIRCUS FESTIVAL  
YOUNG STAGE

2 May 2024 – 6 May 2024 

This two-day open-air circus spectacle 
brings modern, innovative circus to 
the public in an uncomplicated and 
accessible way. The creative spirit of 
circus sweeps the city as visitors take 
in free shows in various squares and on 
stages across the centre of Basel.

SWIMMING IN THE RHINE

Basel in summer is never more majestic 
than when seen from the water. For a 
carefree swim, head to our Concierge 
Desk to pick up a ‘Wickelfisch’ 
(waterproof swim bag) for your things. 
Museum Tinguely is the best place to 
swim from.

ELECTRIC BASEL

What better way to experience Basel 
than on two wheels with the wind in 
your face? With a BaselCard, you can 
rent a Guest e-Bike from the Swiss SBB 
railway station for just CHF 20 per day. 
Need help organising your ride?  
Just ask.

WALKING BASEL

From leisurely strolls to challenging day 
hikes, Basel and the surrounding region 
are perfect for exploring on foot. Visit 
when the abundant cherry blossom 
is in bloom to see them at their most 
impressive. The archaeological site of 
Augusta Raurica makes an interesting 
end point for walking excursions.

Glamour 
on the Go.
Les Tres Rois is proud to be the first hotel in Switzerland to 
add the Lucid Air Touring electric vehicle (Lucid Motors) 
to its fleet. This artfully designed motor combines luxury, 
performance and sustainability with an impressive 629 hp 
and a range of up to 725 km. In keeping with our vision to 
remain ‘young at heart’, the Lucid Air Touring realises our 
hopes and desires for the eco-friendly future of driving 
pleasure. Take advantage of our limousine service  
to travel in style.

A heart 
full of stories.
Basel has long been a place of inspiration for poets and 
thinkers; a refuge for life reformers and starry-eye idealists. 
Is it the picturesque alleyways and rich history, the long 
tradition of encounters between cultures, the state-of-the-
art technologies and modern architecture, or simply the 
enchanting flow of the Rhine? 

After an exciting day in Basel, your heart is sure to be as full of stories 
as all those who have gone before you. What was the inspiration for 
your personal new chapter? Write a postcard with news of your trip and 
send it to a loved one anywhere on the globe. Our historic post box at 
the Concierge Desk is still emptied regularly: we’ll make sure your little 
slice of Basel reaches the world.

Can words capture 
the fragrance of 
spring and summer?

Where happiness blooms: Our Fleurs des Rois flower 
boutique (Stadthausgasse 7, Basel) is a haven of scent and 
colour. Browse an array of the finest freshly-cut flowers and 
high-quality floral accessories and choose a special gift for 
loved ones or a fragrant souvenir of your own. 

Our Bouquets de Saison (Seasonal Bouquets) are inspired by the time 
of year and vary from month to month and year to year. Got an idea 
for a special arrangement? Our floral designers will be pleased to help 
you create an exquisite custom bouquet in line with your artistic vision. 

Want a gorgeous souvenir that’s easy to take home? Our perennially 
popular Boîtes à Fleurs (Flower Boxes) are an elegant choice for any 
occasion, with stylish arrangements in a range of sizes to infuse colour 
into any room. Visit our flower boutique in the heart of Basel and get 
inspired by a veritable sea of floral delights.

The Fleurs des Rois team is looking forward to your visit from Monday 
to Friday from 9 am to 6.30 pm and Saturday from 9 am to 5 pm.

T +41 61 262 35 35 I info@fleursdesrois.com

The best time 
for new beginnings? 

Now. Now is the time to seek inspiration – and 
Basel has plenty of places to find it. While an 
exciting calendar of events celebrates art, music 
and movement across the city, the Grand Hotel 
Les Trois Rois ushers in a new era of its own: one in 
which new traditions are born and new chapters are 
written.

Curious to join us? Call T +41 61 260 51 25 or email 
reservation@lestroisrois.com to inquire or book your 
stay today.

Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois  
Blumenrain 8 | 4001 Basel |  Switzerland 

T +41 61 260 50 50 |  lestroisrois.com

Music 
in Basel.

Basel 
in movement.

Philippe D. Clarinval 
General Manager

FLOSS FESTIVAL

6 August – 24 August 2024

This free open-air festival hosts 
regional and international acts on a 
floating stage in the Rhine over three 
weeks in late summer, livening up the 
city with a touch of Mediterranean flair.

KUNST TAGE BASEL

Basel 
30 August 2024 – 1 September 2024

Now in its fifth year, Kunsttage 
Basel (Art Days Basel) returns to the 
wider Basel area from 30 August to 
1 September 2024 with the goal of 
bringing modern and contemporary art 
to life. Around 55 museums, galleries, 
exhibition spaces and off-spaces will 
take part in the jointly organised 
initiative, livening up various corners 
of the city with one-of-a-kind events 
aimed at a broad audience.

TR ANSFORM! 

Vitra Design Museum 
23 March 2024 –1 September 2024

‘Transform! Design and the Future of 
Energy’ is an exhibition dedicated to 
energy sector transformation from the 
perspective of design. It explores every 
conceivable aspect of the transition: 
everyday products for the use of 
renewable energies, the design of solar 
houses and wind turbines, intelligent 
mobility concepts and the future vision 
for energy self-sufficient cities.

STIMMEN 2024 FESTIVAL 
LÖRR ACH

4 July 2024 – 4 August 2024

At specially selected venues in 
Germany and Switzerland from 4 July 
to 4 August, STIMMEN Festival 2024 
will explore its eponymous subject – 
the voice as an instrument – in all its 
wonderful facets. The theme of ‘voice’ 
will be showcased in a unique way in 
concerts across a range of genres, with 
acts such as Chris Isaak, James Blunt, 
Sportfreunde Stiller, Birdy, Jess Glynne 
and many more.

Le Roi Gourmet.

Combine your stay with a visit to three-Michelin-star 
restaurant Cheval Blanc by Peter Knogl, where French haute 
cuisine meets Asian influences with exquisite Mediterranean 
accents. Our Le Roi Gourmet package lets you enjoy culinary 
excellence plus an overnight stay at favourable rates. 

SPECTACULAR VIEWS

Spectacular views of the Rhine are 
in plentiful supply at Bar Les Trois 
Rois, where a menu of expertly mixed 
cocktails is on hand to enhance your 
relaxation by the river. Whether a 
classic blend or an original creation 
by Chef de Bar Thomas Huhn, Bar Les 
Trois Rois is dedicated to serving art in 
a glass: light, refreshing and distinctive.

CLASSIQUES DE LA BRASSERIE

Conceived as a (culinary) love affair 
between Switzerland and France, 
Brasserie Les Trois Rois offers a 
sumptuous proposition. Whether a 
relaxed start to a day of sightseeing, 
a weekend breakfast or brunch, an 
enjoyable lunch or a cosy dinner 
in good company, Chef de Cuisine 
Thomas Schaefer and Maître d‘Hôtel 
Hervé Mahler are ready and waiting 
whenever the mood for great food 
takes you.

What do spring and summer taste like at the Grand Hotel 
Les Trois Rois? Well, light and carefree, of course – yet 
with a little surprise behind every bite. When it comes to 
choosing your culinary adventure, you’re spoilt for choice: a 
sumptuous breakfast, an aperitif on the terrace with views 
of the Rhine, culinary excellence at a three-Michelin-star 
dinner – or all of the above.

Love
at first bite.

The best time 
for new beginnings 
is now.

The world is full of 
music – if only we 
make space for it to 
be heard.
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